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iTrax version 8 is now available!
The iTrax version 8 has made significant
changes and improvement in features and
functions. The major change is itemcategory central. You can now define
different settings and behaves on each and
every type of items in iTrax database.
Other exciting features are such as email
message notification, item reservation,
reference lookup tables and staged item
disposal processing.
What’s New in iTrax version 8
1. Dramatic enhancement in category
handling: Handle different categories of
items with distinct settings, regulations
and attribute naming conventions.
2. Subcategories items with their
associated “owners”
3. Functions and behaviors driven by
item category: vocabulary, main
interface display, return due dates, label
information, disposal methods and
schedules
4. Parent-child relationships: establish
master-sub links between items.
5. Email notification: enable email
notification on item overdue, item
availability and system-wide
administrative message.
6. Reservation: reserve your item and let
the system notify you when it becomes
available

7. Enhanced label printing: print labels
using regular laser printer; use standard
Avery label formats.
8. New bar code fonts: allow higher
density of bar codes; accommodate
more characters for bar codes; allow
lower-case characters and other
symbols in the bar codes.
9. Staged item disposal processing:
disposing an item can be staged with
user defined time frames; guided
process;
10. Reference lookups: The new version
has added a number of reference
lookup tables including item owner
group, system users (clients), category,
document types, disposal schedules
and notifications.
11. Client reference table: The Client table
keeps detailed information on the
system users and gives easy view of
outstanding checkouts for each Client.
12. Digital document link and view: This
feature allows each item associates with
multiple electronic documents and
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synchronize the login and checkout
process.

images that are managed outside of
iTrax. You can view the documents
within iTrax application
13. My Information View: This is a new
feature that allows you to view important
current issues such as outstanding
checkouts, active reservations and
notifications.

14. Security enhancement: Force user
password change for enhanced security
access.
15. Association between the application
users and Client users: The iTrax
users may also be the Clients to whom
the items are checked out to.
Association between the two helps

16. Enhanced audit trail: you now have the
ability to track detailed change history
on each and every item records.
17. New Alternated User Interface: a
program specially designed for kiosk
checkout counter. This program takes
advantage of touch screen monitor and
bar code scanning for easy, fast and
accurate checkout.

18. Checkout audit: using the portable
PDA, you can audit and validate the
items that were found on the user’s
location.

For technical requirement and version upgrade, please contact us for further details.
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